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The Contents of Jekyll’s Vials
In the dramatic film versions of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, the contents of the transformative

formula are never described. Any attempts the chemist viewer might make to establish its contents from
visual examination of the relevant scenes are futile because most Dr. Jekylls dissolve white powders into
clear or dark liquids. Occasionally, one of them will create an effervescent or colored mixture but never
showing enough steps to reveal the ingredients, and rarely using any labeled containers.

The only clues provided by any of the dramatic adaptations are the letters on the vials that Hyde
asks Lanyon to retrieve from Jekyll’s laboratory in the 1931 and 1941 versions, respectively starring
Fredric March and Spencer Tracy. These scenes take place at about 1:15:00 in either film and are shown
to the audience in the form of a note. In the 1931 version, the vials are supposed to be labeled A. H. S. T.
R. and M. In the 1941 version, they are supposed to be labeled A— M— S— and Z—.

We examined the scripts for these two movies when Mikasen and I visited the Margaret Herrick
library run by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in Los Angeles. The script for the 1931
version does not assign letters to the vials and even gives the direction that the camera should pull away
before reaching the bottom of the letter, which is supposed to give the complete list of ingredients.
Therefore, the vial letters on the notes must have been the creation of the set designers. To our
knowledge, no previous film scholar or chemist has revealed their hidden meaning. If you, dear reader,
have a hypothesis regarding these letters that is chemically reasonable (or that reveals an inside joke being
perpetrated by the filmmakers), please respond to this blog.


